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Introduction

I Molecular electronics: idea of using single individual molecules as basic elements
in electronic circuits.

I Considering the interplay between spin and charge transport in molecular systems:
molecular spintronics.

I Our object of interest: charge transport properties of magnetic molecule-sized
systems connected to large metallic leads

Pal, A.N., Li, D., Sarkar, S. et al., Nat Commun 10, 5565 (2019).
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Introduction

Density functional theory

I Equilibrium properties can be calculated using density functional theory: reliable
electronic structure method for moderately correlated systems, efficient enough to
be used on complex metal-molecular interfaces involving large number of
electronic degrees of freedom.

I Many efficient, state-of-the-art implementations are available, utilizing various
basis sets (Gaussian, (augmented) plane waves, numeric atom-centered orbitals...)

I all our DFT calculations are performed using Turbomole package [1]

I basis set: contracted GTOs:

φ(r) =
m∑
i=1

Nix
aybzc exp(−αi r

2), r2 = x2 + y2 + z2, a + b + c = L

I DFT results serve as an input for transport calculations

I results are being checked using FHI-aims (DFT in NAO basis)

[1] www.turbomole.org
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Method setup for transport calculations: extended molecule

Extended molecule

left lead molecule right lead

I we connect the molecule to a source and drain electrodes represented by (finite)
metallic clusters

I simulation of a break junction experiment or an STM setup

A. Arnold, F. Weigend, and F. Evers, J. Chem. Phys. 126, 174101 (2007).
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Method absorbing boundary conditions

Extended molecule

I imaginary self-energy at the boundaries simulates infinite source and drain
I prevents the creation of a standing electronic wave between the boundaries

I smears the energy levels of the metallic cluster, Γα = i [Σα − Σ†α], α = L,R
I Im Σ(r) = η(r), typically η0 ∼ 0.1H
I Re Σ(r) is later determined from the condition of the charge neutrality of the

molecule
A. Arnold, F. Weigend, and F. Evers, J. Chem. Phys. 126, 174101 (2007).
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Method absorbing boundary conditions

I idea originally implemented in the Aitranss code
(now part of the FHI-aims package)

I open and closed-shell systems, zero and finite bias, polarized electrodes but no
spin-orbit coupling (only real Hamiltonians)

I we are developing our own implementation, codename Yangon

I Python code with interface to Turbomole

I real and complex Hamiltonians + charge-self-consistent calculations

I implementation now being tested on a set of simple systems

Yangon: github.com/pokornyv/Yangon
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Method self-consistent transport calculation

I The presence of the self-energy in the boundary regions should modify the
Kohn-Sham states. The present framework is neglecting this, leading to
inconsistent results.

I solution: self-consistent feedback loop

- geometry
- atomic basis 
- XC functional

DFT code
(e.g. Turbomole)

transport code
(e.g. Yangon)

Kohn-Sham energies
and orbitals

-
- voltage bias
- magnetic field

transmission
function

density matrix

I we use a modified Turbomole’s ridft code that reads the (non-equilibrium)
density matrix calculated by the transport code in each iteration of the SCF cycle.

I convergence criteria: total energy from DFT, density matrix deviation, magnetic
moment, HOMO/LUMO energies, chemical potential...
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Results self-consistent transport calculation

Turbomole DFT calculation

I DFT part is performed using the ridft code from Turbomole

I GGA-PBE exchange-correlation functional

I small SV(P) (double-ζ) basis to speed up the testing calculations

Input to transport code

I atomic basis {|ν〉}, Kohn-Sham eigenvalues {εi} eigenvector coefficients {ciν}
and occupation numbers {ni} from DFT calculation

I eigenvectors

|φi 〉 =
∑
ν

ciν |ν〉

I the atomic basis functions are not orthogonal, we calculate (or extract) the
overlap matrix Sµν = 〈µ|ν〉 and orthogonalize {|φ〉} using the Löwdin
construction:

|φ′i 〉 = Ŝ−1/2|φi 〉
I we reconstruct the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian and the density matrix w/o Σ:

ĤKS =
N∑
i=1

|φ′i 〉εi 〈φ′i |, n̂
(0)
eq =

N∑
i=1

|φ′i 〉ni 〈φ′i |.
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Results self-consistent transport calculation

Transport calculation

I equilibrium (no bias): retarded Green function:

Ĝ(E)−1 = (E + i0+ )̂I− ĤKS − Σ̂L − Σ̂R (1)

I couplings (’hybridizations’): Γα = i [Σα − Σ†α], α = L,R

I density matrix n̂eq calculated from the Green function

I Re Σ and the chemical potential µ are determined in each iteration
to ensure charge neutrality:

Ne = Tr{n̂eq (Re Σ, µ)} (2)

I single equation of two variables: the solution is not unique
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Results self-consistent transport calculation

Transport calculation: finite bias: µL = µ− V /2, µR = µ+ V /2

I calculate Keldysh Green function Ĝ< = Ĝ Σ̂<Ĝ†

I calculate non-equilibrium density matrix n̂(V ) = n̂eq(µL) + δn̂

δnmn = [b−1ΓR(b†)−1]mn

∫ µR

µL

dE

2π

1

E − εm
1

E − ε∗n
(3)

I final output: transmission function

T (E) = Tr [ΓLG(E)ΓRG
†(E)] (4)

Effect of spin-orbit coupling:
I spin-orbit coupling effects can be incoroprated to the DFT calculation:

I two-component effective core potentials (ECP)
I relativistic all-electron (X2C) approaches (solving Dirac equation)

I molecular orbitals become complex spinors and density matrix 2× 2 block matrix
in spin space:

ψα(r) =

(
ψ↑α(r)

ψ↓α(r)

)
, n̂ =

(
n̂↑↑ n̂↑↓

n̂↓↑ n̂↓↓

)
(5)

I transmission function:

Tσσ′ (ω) = Tr [ΓLσGσσ′ (ω)ΓRσ′G†
σ′σ(ω)] (6)
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Method test: convergence w.r.t. electrode size

Simple test case: 4,4’-bpy with Au leads (Im Σ = 0.1H)
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2 layers

3 layers

4 layers

5 layers

layers atoms basis size electrons
2 28 384 234
3 42 734 500
4 64 1284 918
5 94 2034 1488
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Method test: dependence on the self-energy value

Simple test case: 4,4’-bpy with Au leads (3layers)
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Im Σ Re Σ T(0)
0.10 -0.0194 0.028
0.05 -0.0099 0.052
0.03 -0.0027 0.101
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Results bezene dithiol with Au leads

simple test: bezene dithiol with Au leads: closed shell
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Results vanadocene with amine likers to Cu leads

I vanadocene in staggered conformation with amine linkers

I copper (111) electrodes (easier to calculate than gold)

I adatoms are added to the pyramids to break the symmetry, removing
degeneracies in the energy spectrum - convergence speedup

I vanadium is a 3d atom: weak spin-orbit coupling, small magnetic anisotropy
(vanadocene: S = 3/2, E‖ − E⊥ ∼ 1.13meV)

Geometry provided by Maŕıa Camarasa Gómez
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Results vanadocene - self-consistent calculation

vanadocene with amine likers: S=3/2
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Results tantalocene in Cu break junction

I tantalocene in eclipsed conformation
I tantalocene was not yet synthetized, theoretical predictions published in [1]
I copper (100) break junction (no linkers)
I adatoms are added to the pyramids to break the symmetry
I tantalum is a 5d atom, stronger spin-orbit coupling, larger magnetic anisotropy

(tantalocene: S = 3/2, E‖ − E⊥ ∼ −22.5meV)
I results not yet available

[1] P. Wang et al. J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 29 435802 (2017).
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Conclusions

Summary:
I we developed a code for a self-consistent calculation of the transmission function

of an extended molecule with a feedback loop between the transport code and a
DFT solver (Turbomole)

I requires modified DFT code that reads the density matrix from file as the input
I tested on multiple closed-shell and open-shell/polarized systems
I fully charge-consistent calculation using exact two-component formalism (X2C)

possible

Future development:
I more sophisticated self-energy model
I implement spin-orbit torque calculation
I interface to FHI-aims

Acknowledgments:
I IT4Innovations National Supercomputing Center, Ostrava
I Richard Korytár (Charles University)
I Ferdinand Evers, Maŕıa Camarasa Gómez, Daniel Hernangómez Pérez (Uni

Regensburg)

Thank you for your attention.
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Appendix Osmium and iridium wires

I osmium: 76Os: [Xe] 4f 14 5d6 4s2, S = 2, 5D4

I iridium: 77Ir: [Xe] 4f 14 5d7 4s2, S = 3/2 , 4F9/2

Infinite straight Iridium chain: Wien2k calculation
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original LMTO calculation: A. Delin and E. Tosatti, Phys. Rev. B 68, 144434 (2003).
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Appendix Osmium and iridium wires

Equilibrium distance 2.30Å - no SO
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